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Now you can subscribe to our quarterly 

magazine LeaderShip online at 

www.angloeasternunivan.com

Simply go to the newsletter section on the  

home page and you can subscribe to the latest 

news and articles from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group and also access the e-magazine version 

of  LeaderShip. 

Once you have subscribed, you will receive  

all of  the updates from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group throughout the year on your computer, 

tablet and mobile phone. 

E-magazine 
notification & 
subscriptions

We welcome your suggestions for

LeaderShip  
Please email us at leadership@angloeastern.com
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This stabilising was needed as the shipping 

markets are still volatile and hyper-dynamic. 

It is always a challenge for ship managers, 

like us, who take a long-term view on 

crewing sources, crew training and ship 

board maintenance.  So too much navel 

gazing is not what we need in these times!  

It’s out there that things are happening and 

they are happening fast!

Big is beautiful

Consolidation in the ship management 

space seems to be taking up speed – as a 

buffer against the market dynamics as well 

as a need to cope with the ever increasing 

scope of  services and systems expected 

from the ship manager in today’s technical 

and regulatory environment.

 

Big is not only beautiful but a matter of  

survival in our industry. We have been 

driving this process, or at least taking a 

major part in it, so we can’t complain about 

having some serious competition to reckon 

with. But then, since when have we been 

afraid of  a challenge?

Thinking like an owner

We recently got comments from two clients – 

I would like to quote as touching the bone of  

what and who we are:

“You are the only ship manager I know 
who thinks like an owner….”

“In spite of  your size, you are very 
well organised around people that take 
responsibility and take their clients very 
personal….”

Not a bad way to end the year.

We hope for some peace during year end for 

those who are off  at home. We thank those 

of  you who will keep the systems going and 

ships trading during the festive season. Let’s 

look forward to a challenging but rewarding 

2017.

Peter Cremers

Executive Chairman  
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Stabilized and organized

We are looking back at a year of consolidation of our 
merged entities which, with the forthcoming move of 
the Univan team to Queen’s Road East, will be done and 
dusted: policies are aligned, client profiles are matching, 
management teams are unified and the organisation, as 
a whole, is stabilised.

CHAiRmAn’S mESSAGE

“Consolidation in the 
ship management space 
seems to be taking up 
speed – as a buffer against 
the market dynamics as 
well as a need to cope 
with the ever increasing 
scope of services and 
systems expected from the 
ship manager in today’s 
technical and regulatory 
environment.

”



On that note, I take the opportunity to wish 

every colleague at sea and ashore – and 

your families – Season’s Greetings and 

my best wishes for a Happy, Safe and 

Prosperous 2017! I would like to leave you 

with a final quote:

“Individual commitment to a group effort – 

that is what makes a team work, a company 

work, a society work, a civilisation work.”  

– Vince Lombardi

Bjorn Hojgaard

CEO 
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“You can only become truly accomplished 

at something you love. Don’t make money 

your goal. Instead pursue the things you love 

doing and then do them so well that people 

can’t take their eyes off  of  you.”   

– Maya Angelou

“Your work is going to fill a large part of  your 

life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is to 

do what you believe is great work. And the only 

way to do great work is to love what you do.”   

– Steve Jobs

“The secret of  joy in work is contained in 

one word – excellence. To know how to do 

something well is to love it.”   

– Pearl S. Buck

Did you notice the difference? 

A dream or a fallacy?

Maya Angelou’s words about “doing what you 

love” is age-old advice. We live in a society 

that reveres Maya Angelou’s perspective. We 

have been told that if  you do what you love, 

if  you follow your passion – money, success 

and happiness will come. But this may turn 

out to be a fallacy. For one, most gifted 

people don’t have one overriding passion. 

And even if  you were to follow a single, 

overriding passion, it is far from certain that 

it would pay the bills and that life would be 

happier and more successful for it. Secondly, 

the search for one’s passion may be a 

distraction to living in the present. Dreaming 

about a set of  circumstances different from 

those in which you find yourself  in can be 

limiting your ability to make something of  

today. Instead of  acting in the present, you 

await a tomorrow that may never come. And 

lastly, maybe your great passion in life is just a 

calling, because it is not a duty. Maybe “doing 

what you love” would kill the flame and your 

love would become a chore.

Find meaning and success

So, what are we to do? Well, Steve Jobs and 

Pearl S. Bucks had a little twist on the old 

idiom and this twist makes all the difference. 

Instead of  doing what you love, they suggest 

you to love what you do!

Steve Jobs could have said, “The only way to 

do great work is to do what you love,” but he 

deliberately turned it around and said, “love 

what you do.” And this is really good advice.

So, how do you learn to love what you do? 

Can people find meaning and success 

in their current job? The answer is “yes”, 

and here’s why. The first point is to put the 

purpose of  what you do outside yourself. 

Love what you do! 
i will give you three quotes (and a fourth one at the end).

CEO’S mESSAGE

When you ask yourself  why your work is 

what it is, and who it serves when done well, 

you start thinking about the recipients of  the 

fruits of  your labour. Research shows that 

great work is produced when employees 

ask themselves, “What difference could 

I make that others would love?” When 

you are focused on the recipient of  your 

work – your customer, your colleague who 

depends on you, your leader who trusts 

in you, the community who expects your 

support, or others who benefit from your 

work, you start to excel at what you do and 

your deliverables (the tangible outcomes of  

your work) grow in both quality and quantity. 

Secondly, this brings us back to Pearl S. 

Buck’s quote, when the deliverables of  your 

work improve, you become excellent at what 

you do. And excellence in itself  is hugely 

rewarding. “To know how to do something 

well is to love it.”

The impact of your work

The point is, loving your job, the activities 

and responsibilities you have on a day-to-

day basis is one thing. But loving the impact 

your job has on someone else is another. If  

you don’t totally hate your job, but find you’re 

not that happy with what you are doing, try 

this simple activity: Go and see your work 

being received. See (or discuss) how it 

impacts someone else, another colleague, 

a customer, another team, or whoever 

benefits from your work. It will make you 

realise the meaning in what you do and how 

it contributes to the bigger picture – that will 

make you understand your success and add 

to your happiness.
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TECHnOLOGy

“The organization operates in a 
niche market where quality services to 
their customers, and a deep respect of 
the environment, are the main drivers 
of their operational ethos.   

”
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Ballast Water 
management System 
implementation 
measures to protect marine environment

For over a decade, the entire international maritime 
community, including the US, has agreed upon the need 
to curb the spread and infestation of non-indigenous 
aquatic species.

Non-indigenous aquatic species found in ballast water are transported through ballast water 

in ships. When discharged in waters far from their origin, it can have disastrous effects on the 

local environment with huge economic ramifications. Towards achieving this environmental 

protection goal, several systems have been devised.

pro-active leadership

Saga Shipholding, owners and operators of  32 open hatch gantry-craned vessels, operating 

worldwide including in the US, have addressed this issue head-on and with great foresight. 

Under their strong progressive stewardship, Saga Shipholding have not wavered in 

implementing steps towards embracing environmental issues in a positive manner.
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TECHnOLOGy

The organisation operates in a niche market 

where quality services to their customers, 

and a deep respect of  the environment, are 

the main drivers of  their operational ethos.  

In accordance with these noble aspirations, 

coupled with sharp business acumen, Saga 

Shipholding decided early on to invest in 

the UV type Ballast Water Treatment System 

(BWTS) Optimarin unit for their newbuilding 

vessels, as well retrofitting on the existing 

vessels.

Immediately after concluding the agreement 

in 2012, the elaborate process of  

customising the BWTS for every existing 

Saga vessel commenced. Every vessel 

was considered unique, even though there 

were several clusters of  sister vessels. 

Each vessel went through a 3-D scanning 

operation. From this scanning process, 

engineering drawings were generated and 

vetted by DNV-GL. These drawings then 

served as the project plan for the selected 

shipyard to install all the pipelines and 

various components, with an accuracy 

achieved within 2.0 mm. 

implementing and training

The first vessel to be retrofitted was Saga 

Pioneer in July 2013. And the last vessel 

to conclude this implementation program 

was Saga Viking in November 2016. The 

last series of  newbuilding vessels for 

Saga Shipholding were also fitted with 

the Optimarin BWTS. These vessels were 

delivered between 2012 and 2013.

Optimarin have now concluded all land-

based and shipboard sampling, testing 

over a 12-month period according to USCG 

testing strictures under the direct and 

strict supervision of  NIVA and DNV-GL. All 

documentation has been submitted to USCG 

awaiting final approval.

A working demonstration and training 

model of  the Optimarin BWTS unit has 

been installed at Anglo-Eastern Maritime 

Academy, Karjat, which has been in use for 

almost two years. A second training unit is 

being set up in Manila, under Anglo-Eastern 

Maritime Training Centre. Both units were 

procured under the auspices and goodwill 

of  Saga Shipholding and Optimarin. This 

reflects the commitment and confidence that 

this owner has in early implementation and 

environmental issues that affect us all.

“ This reflects the commitment and 
confidence that this Owner has in early 
implementation of environmental issues 
that affect us all. 

”
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Competency management  
System (CmS) 

Anglo-Eastern has implemented the “Competency management System” (CmS) in order 
to establish standards to ensure officer’s competence for general shipboard operations 
as well as for specific ship types such as bulk carriers, containers, crude, product & 
chemical tankers and gas carriers. The system is available onboard as well as ashore.

“The system establishes a 
structured process for enhancing 
officer’s competence for safe and 
efficient shipboard operations.

”
 

 

The system allows crew members to take a more flexible 

approach to learning using a web-based system, which 

offers the ability to view the e-learning modules assigned 

and undertaking tests for demonstrating competence. The 

system contains a vast array of  courses covering important 

navigation and safety related case studies, COLREGs, 

MARPOL familiarisation, security familiarisation, soft skills 

training as well as owner-specific training.

Raising standards and performance

CMS has a multidimensional approach and is being used 

effectively for competency management, recruitment 

process, familiarisation with the company’s Safety 

Management System, owner-specific induction briefing, 

supplementing shore-based training and training gap 

analysis.

The competences for various ranks onboard are well defined 

and based on Standards of  Training, Certification and 

Watch keeping for Seafarers (STCW), Tanker Officer Training 

Standards (TOTS), Society of  International Gas Tankers 

and Terminal Operators (SIGTTO) standards and company 

developed standards. The system establishes a structured 

process for enhancing officer’s competence for safe and 

efficient shipboard operations. It also allows candidates to 

keep track of  their training progress and performance both 

onboard and ashore. 

The system was showcased during the joint OCIMF-

INTERTANKO competence assessment and verification 

working group meeting at London in October 2016 and  

was well received.

SAFETy QUALiTy
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TRAininG
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“Mr. Klein told the cadets that  
they had made the best choice by 
selecting marine engineering as 
a career and that integrity is the 
hallmark of an engineer. If one  
loves the job, he will do it well.

”
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The events theme was also to celebrate the completion of  

the monsoon, the arrival of  sunshine and the beginning of  

the festive season.

The Chief  Guest for the ceremony was Mr. Roger Harris, 

Executive Director of  International Seafarers’ Welfare and 

Assistance Network (ISWAN); and the Guest of  Honour was 

Mr. Harald Klein, Managing Director of  Anglo-Eastern Ship 

Management.

A tour of cadets’ projects

After the ceremonial welcome of  the guests by Mr. Klein the 

group were taken around to see the various projects and 

models made by the cadets. The function was ably hosted 

by Mr. Maheshwar, one of  the faculty members. AEMA 

Principal Capt. Sureen Narang welcomed everybody at 

the celebrations and thanked the parents for entrusting the 

Academy with the cadets. In his message to the cadets, he 

emphasized on personal safety.

Mr. T.S. Bhamra and Mr. Mahesh Subramanian presented 

GME 18 and ETO 5 course reports respectively.

Mr. Francis Akkara, Asst. Director and Vice Principal of  

Anglo-Eastern Maritime Training Centre advised the cadets 

in his message to be always on guard and lookout for unsafe 

practices on board.

AEMA cadets held an entertaining cultural program as part 

of  the celebration.

Sharing experiences

The Guest of  Honour, Mr. Klein shared his experiences as a 

Marine Engineer with some interesting anecdotes. He told 

the cadets that they had made the best choice by selecting 

marine engineering as a career and that integrity is the 

hallmark of  an engineer. If  one loves the job, he will do it well.

The Chief  Guest, Mr. Harris, though not being a seafarer has 

been associated with shipping for decades and shared his 

experiences. He informed the cadets that career at sea will 

be tough and advised them to take care of  themselves and 

their colleagues on board.

Prizes for Best All-Round Cadets were awarded to Cadet 

Noble Jobbs of  ETO 5 Batch and Cadet Prathamesh Tambe 

of  GME 18 Batch.

After interacting with the cadets during lunch, the dignitaries 

were taken around the campus to see various training 

facilities including the seamanship centre, workshops, fire-

fighting training centre and the library.

passing Out Function 
of Cadets

during the month of October 2016,  
Anglo-Eastern maritime Academy  
held its graduation ceremony for cadets 
from GmE 18 and ETO 5 batches. 

        

 presenting memento to Guest of Honor 
mr. Harald Klein

 presenting memento to Chief Guest  
mr. Roger Harris

Best GmE Cadet prize awarded to  
Cdt. prathamesh Tambe

Best ETO Cadet prize awarded to  
Cdt. noble Jobbs

9
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CREW

“One of his most memorable 
moments was when the vessel he 

was on had an engine fail right in the 
middle of a narrow channel.

”
 

 

“Every time I visited Mumbai 

(Bombay), I would see ships from the 

beach and was fascinated by the idea 

of  sailing on one. Not many people 

from my hometown knew much about 

ships, and I wanted a career which 

is different than ones that people 

preferred.”

A chance opportunity

The opportunity for Capt. Thatte to enter the maritime 

industry came by chance. After completing 12th grade, he 

was on vacation in Mumbai where his cousin introduced him 

to a friend who worked in the industry.

“Every day out at sea is a different day with different 

challenges. That makes this profession unique and when you 

overcome these challenges, it gives you a different high and 

feeling of  accomplishment.”

Engine failure drama

With all the differences from day to day, all these challenges 

are like adventures to Capt. Thatte. But one of  his most 

memorable moments was when the vessel he was on had 

an engine fail right in the middle of  a narrow channel. Their 

first challenge was to anchor in the centre of  the channel, 

made difficult due to the shallowness of  the sides of  the 

channel. Once safely anchored they had to fix the engine 

and get it running again. Whilst they were fixing the engine, 

his ship had blocked the entire traffic movement for the port. 

Fortunately, there wasn’t much traffic bound for port and the 

repair went smoothly.

Having sailed for over two decades, Capt. Thatte’s favourite 

port is Glomfjord in Norway. The port is located inside the 

fjords and is surrounded by mountains from three sides. 

There is a good chance of  seeing the aurora borealis (or 

northern lights), though he has not been fortunate enough to 

witness it personally.

master of M.V. Federal Clyde  

Capt. Lalat Govind Thatte
Capt. Lalat Govind Thatte comes from nashik, a city which is about 
200 km north of mumbai. He started sailing since 1994 and has now 
been working onboard for 22 years.
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Chief Engineer of M.V. Federal Clyde 

mr. Sumit Kapoor

“Compared to other 
shore jobs, this job is not 
monotonous. Every time  

we head out, it’s a new start,  
a new dawn.

”
 

 
Mr. Sumit Kapoor

Chief  Engineer Sumit Kapoor came from 

Lucknow, the state capital of  Uttar Pradesh 

(the land of  the Taj Mahal) in India. It is a 

place rich in culture, colour, tradition and 

above all food – something you cannot 

afford to miss for anything in this world. The 

smell of  the famous Mughlai food (cuisine 

originating from kitchen of  nawabs and 

passed down for generations) will entice you 

to eat until your appetite is truly sated. 

Quality family time

“This job provides me with an opportunity to 

spend quality time with my family when I’m 

at home. I get to take my daughter to school 

and help her with her studies. I’m able to 

give time to my parents and my ageing 

grandmother. I still have lot of  time for my 

wife and myself, something no other job 

gives you.”

Becoming an engineer was always on 

the cards as he grew up in a family of  

all engineers. With topics like proxy for 

attendance, bad hostel food, engineering 

drawing, ragging etc. often mentioned in 

their conversations. The only decision he 

had to make was deciding the stream of  

engineering. “I took my IIT exam and was 

selected for admission in IIT-Roorkee. A few 

days later I got a letter from one of  the most 

prestigious marine engineering institutes, 

MERI (formerly known as DMET). It was then 

that I enquired thoroughly about this field 

and left Roorkee and joined MERI.”

never a dull moment

This job has given him satisfaction both 

professionally and personally. “Every time 

I join a different ship, all the equipment, 

machineries and people are new. This keeps 

me on my toes and are constantly learning 

new things every day. Compared to other 

shore jobs, this job is not monotonous. Every 

time we head out, it’s a new start, a new 

dawn. I still get butterflies in my stomach 

and I am excited every time I walk up the 

gangway to join. When we complete our jobs, 

we go back home, recharge our batteries 

to the maximum before we join for our next 

assignment.”

Chief  Engineer Kapoor has sailed on a wide 

range of  vessels, including bulk carriers, 

product carriers, crude oil carriers and 

container ships. His favourite type of  vessel to 

work on is bulk carriers.

“it has been 11 years at sea, 
but i could still very well 
remember the moment when i 
stepped my foot out to join my 
first vessel as junior engineer 
as if it was yesterday. i can 
still feel that anxiousness, 
enthusiasm, exuberance and a 
sea of emotions running in my 
heart and soul.”
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CREW

After 15 years of  sea service with the Navy, he joined the 

merchant fleet. Having spent many years on Indian naval 

vessels, he was always interested in finding out what life 

would be like on a merchant ship and visiting different parts 

of  the world.

When asked about favourites, Mr. Pillai mentioned having 

sailed on different vessels including naval vessels, tankers, 

FPSO and bulk carriers. His favourite type of  vessel is bulk 

carriers. “We get enough time to step ashore and the work is 

also challenging, especially when we have to clean holds to 

industry standards in short periods of  time in icy conditions.”

A rescue in rough seas

Mr. Pillai recalls a voyage when sailing from Peru to Chile as 

one of  his most adventurous days on board. The Chile radio 

had called the vessel to assist a fishing vessel in distress. 

The ship’s route was diverted and they started heading 

towards the distressed vessel. The seas were very rough 

and the weather was heavy but they still managed to rescue 

the six fishermen. “It was a very satisfying and emotional 

event for me as I was part of  a team that saved lives at sea.”

After a hard day’s work, Mr. Pillai enjoys watching movies 

and listening to music to relax.

Bosun of M.V. Federal Clyde  

mr. p.n. Sasidharan pillai
Mr. Pillai came from Alleppey district in the state of Kerala, India. He first went 
to sea in 1984 with the indian navy and has been sailing for over 32 years. 

“We get enough time to step 
ashore and work is also challenging, 
especially when we have to clean 
holds to industry standards in short 
periods of time in icy conditions.

”
 

 
Mr. P.N. Saidharan Pillai
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Cadet – matt Kenney

view from a Cadet
On 2nd February 2016, i 
headed to Heathrow airport 
to catch my BA flight to 
Tokyo. i was excited about 
joining my first ship in 
matsuyama, Japan. 

I was joined on my flight by a fellow Chiltern 

cadet who would be joining M.T. Ardmore 

Sealifter with me. We arrived in Tokyo 

and, after a short wait, proceeded to our 

connecting flight to take us to Matsuyama 

where we were placed in a hotel for the 

night. We went for dinner with some of  the 

other crew that would be signing on with us.

We arrived and joined the ship early  

on the 4th February. The Sealifter is a  

183 m product tanker that was built in 2008, 

she was bought by Ardmore in 2014. The 

Sealifter is manned by Univan manning 

agents. This manning agent is predominantly 

Indian, so it was a bit of  a culture shock 

having two British cadets with 21 Indian 

crew! All the crew were very friendly.

Watching the bridge

My first watch started early on the 5th 

at 0400, where I made my way to the 

bridge to familiarise myself  with the bridge 

equipment, deck layout, etc. before the 

pilot arrived and we entered our first port, 

Kikuma. I spent the first month onboard 

learning and participating in bridge 

watches. My watch pattern was 8-12 and 

0800-0000 (shadowing the 3/O). During 

this time, we made our way from Japan 

across to China where I got my first shore 

leave in Dalian. Some crew members and I 

made our way ashore visiting and enjoying 

the culture as it was just after Chinese New 

Year, so there was a great atmosphere! 

Just after leaving China, I started working 

on deck during my morning watch to 

increase my knowledge of  maintenance. I 

shadowed the pump man for most days. 

During my time with him I got to take part 

in working the cargo oil pump, inspect and 

maintain the valves, and even got to make 

over 30 bin lids for all the cabins!

viEW FROm A CAdET

“The Sealifter is a 183m product 
tanker that was built in 2008, she was bought  
by Ardmore in 2014.

”
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Sailing south

Then we left the cold northern winter and 

headed to sunny Singapore. During my time 

onboard, we visited Singapore about five 

times, although we never managed to make 

it ashore. We continued around the coast of  

Asia reaching Sikki, India in mid-March. We 

were able to go to shore here, although this 

was a very rural area with very little Western 

influence. It was a great cultural experience, 

even when the food was incredibly spicy!

The next port was Colombo, Sri Lanka. At all 

the ports we have been to, we discharged 

and loaded our cargo through loading arms. 

However, in Sri Lanka we got to experience 

a Self-Buoyant Mooring (SBM) which is 

basically where you are at anchor and 

connect to a manifold out at sea. It was very 

interesting and a good experience. 

After Sri Lanka, we made our way back 

around the coast again visiting a few more 

ports including Malaysia before arriving in 

Vietnam for a Ship-To-Ship Transfer (STS). 

This was a great week because we headed 

into a sheltered bit of  Vietnam surrounded 

by islands. But because of  our draught we 

couldn’t go into the berth, so whilst at anchor 

we had barges and a smaller tanker coming 

alongside and slowly discharging cargo 

from us. Whilst the other ships were ferrying 

the cargo from us to the terminal, we could 

do nothing but admire the scenery. 

At risk of pirates

From Vietnam, we travelled back to China 

where I got to experience a dry dock. It 

was not a long one as it was only a week. 

Long enough to get the ship repainted in 

the correct Ardmore colours (black) and 

complete some certification tests. This was 

another great experience, being able to see 

our ship out of  water and getting involved 

with all the tests that can only be done whilst 

at dry dock. Being on land for a week, we 

also managed to get ashore several times 

which was really enjoyable.

Once we had finished dry dock we 

continued making our way back around 

Asia until we received instructions to head 

to the Gulf  of  Aden, a high-risk piracy area. 

For the next week, I spent my deck working 

days preparing razor wire around the ships 

edge, setting up water hoses, and preparing 

“We continued around 
the coast of Asia reaching 
Sikki, India in mid-March.  
We were able to go to shore 
here, although this was a  
very rural area with very 
little western influence.  
It was a great cultural 
experience, even when 
the food was incredibly 
spicy!

”

viEW FROm A CAdET
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the ship for the piracy area. When we 

were just off  the coast of  Sri Lanka, three 

armed-guards boarded the vessel who 

transited with us. As we went past Somalia 

and through the gulf, we were fortunate we 

didn’t run into any pirates. However, we did 

notice the heat change, especially when we 

got around to Fujairah where it was over 50 

degrees. 

Onboard learning

The remainder of  the time on board was 

spent going back around Asia until we finally 

came to Taiwan where I signed off  after just 

six months onboard. Our original contract 

was four months, however as I was learning 

a lot on board, it was extended to five 

months. Then there were complications in 

signing off  so ended up hitting the six-month 

mark.

I really enjoyed my time onboard learning 

a lot about tankers and the way they work, 

especially about chipping and painting. I got 

a good mix of  deck and bridge work and 

have been able to get many tasks signed off  

in my Training Record Book. I experienced a 

lot whilst onboard, not only from the different 

places we visited, but also the variety of  

activities we got involved in from dry dock, 

ship to ship, SBM, even down to regular 

deck work like ballast tank entry. I’m looking 

forward to my next phase and hoping to 

possibly get another tanker or something 

similar again. 

“When we were just off 
the coast of Sri Lanka, three 
armed-guards boarded the 
vessel who transited with us. 
As we went past Somalia and 
through the gulf, we were 
fortunate we didn’t run into 
any pirates.

”
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OFFiCERS’ WivES SEminAR

First Officers’ Wives 
Seminar in iloilo city
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The Officers’ Wives Seminars are held to bridge the gap 
between a manila-based manning company and the diversely 
located families of seafarers. 

The Iloilo Office was opened on 23 April 

2015 and this was the first such seminar 

in Iloilo. Similar seminars for wives have 

also been held in Manila and Cebu branch 

locations. The company considers the 

seminars as necessary to nurture closer 

bonds and facilitate open communication 

with the officers’ families.

With the theme “Taking Responsibility for 

Your Actions,” the seminar was primarily 

oriented to helping the Panay Island-

based ladies understand more about 

their husbands’ employer. The company 

policies and procedures, benefits, as well 

as introductions to the shore team were 

discussed. Allotment and other accounting 

matters were also addressed to provide 

clarity and answers to the wives’ queries.

Responsible healthy living

The participants took part in a meet and 

greet session, where they introduced 

themselves to the other wives. During this 

session they shared both their personal 

and company-related stories. It was good 

interaction amongst the ladies, most of  

whom exchanged contact details and were 

looking forward to forming friendships and 

establishing support groups.

Ms. Charlyn Villanueva, a representative 

from the company’s health insurance benefit 

provider, gave a through step-by-step 

presentation about the company benefits 

and tips on how they can be maximised to 

protect the health of  the officers and their 

dependents.

Another guest speaker, Dr. Ramon Bernales 

(Family M.D.) encouraged the wives to 

learn more about “Responsible Healthy 

Living”. He gave them valuable information 

and knowledge about healthy practices 

to share and implement with their families 

and friends. In addition, he provided 

guidelines regarding monitoring health from 

the importance of  knowing BMI to getting 

adequate sleep, relaxation and exercise.

“With a Mayor whose vision  
of his vicinity is larger than life, seafarers 
whose quality of work is internationally 
commended and wives who are supportive 
of the husbands’ profession.

”
 

iloilo City mayor Jed patrick mabilog delivers  
the Keynote Speech during the seminar
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This was followed by a financial talk on 

saving, business opportunities and available 

investment vehicles in the market from 

representatives of  one of  the country’s 

leading banks.

Fun-filled experience

The last session undoubtedly had the most 

participation where well-known presenter, 

Ms. Lea Dable, talked about skin care and 

make-up essentials. After the presentation, 

there was a hands-on segment where all 

the attendees were provided with skin 

care and make-up essentials to apply the 

various techniques learnt. It was a fun-filled 

experience for all the ladies. They were all 

amazed at the difference of  what a simple 

daytime make-up look and knowledge can 

do to boost one’s confidence.

A Q&A session concluded the one-day 

seminar. The AEUG Management team panel 

answered the various questions posted by 

the wives regarding the company and their 

husbands’ employment. The management 

team also had an interactive discussion with 

the wives regarding their suggestions and 

feedback about the company’s service level 

and satisfaction.

Continuous support

With a mayor whose vision of  his vicinity is 

impressive, seafarers whose quality of  work 

is internationally commended and wives who 

are supportive of  the husbands’ profession, 

AEUG guarantees that their Iloilo seafarers 

will not only benefit from the company’s 

continuous support while onboard, but also 

their families at home. This holds true not 

only for the AEUG Iloilo Branch Office, but 

for the company as a whole.

Iloilo City mayor Jed Patrick Mabilog also 

inaugurated the AEU published “Filipino 

Cook Book” with copies to be made 

available to the wives to assist in the 

preparation of  healthy meals for the family.

The AEUG Management Team panel consist 

of  Capt. Ravi Anand, AECMP Director; 

Capt. Gregorio Sialsa, AECMP President & 

Operations Manager; Mr. Jessie Rex Martin, 

UMSPI Vice President; Ms. Rosemarie 

Salem, ECMP HR & Administration Manager 

and Mr. Dennis Roy Tano, ECMP Iloilo 

Branch Manager.

OFFiCERS’ WivES SEminAR
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AnAvi mUmBAi CHApTER

        

Society across cultures has primarily been segregated into a  
set of hierarchical social categories: the most common being  
the upper, middle, and lower classes.

 

However, the social stratification is 

unequal and puts a larger section into the 

underprivileged class. To strike a balance, 

it’s essential that the privileged class lend 

a helping hand to the underprivileged by 

sharing the basic essentials needed for 

every individual being to prosper to their 

optimum.

 

ANAVI is an initiative aided by AESM. 

“Anavi” means “being kind to others”. The 

logo symbolises our objectives of  providing 

shelter to the needy, being environment 

friendly and nurturing the development of  

girls in society.

 

Educating and empowering

The recently established Mumbai Chapter 

aims to empower girls. The Mumbai Chapter 

not only aims at providing financial aid, 

but also devotes some quality time from 

their respective busy schedules to make a 

difference to the needy and underprivileged 

of  society.

 

VIDYA is a non-profit NGO – a charitable 

organisation that specialises in the 

education and empowerment of  less-

privileged children, youth and women 

through working with them at an individual 

level. Their website for details: www.vidya-

india.org

 

The main objectives of  the Beyond School 

program:

 

n An Enrichment Program which provides 

a safe learning environment for children 

in communities. It builds a sense of  

achievement and joy for learning.

n A balanced blend of  academics and co-

curricular activities.

n Academic subjects such as Maths, 

Science, spoken English and Computer 

Literacy are taught in order for children 

to reach their potential in school.

n Other forms of  learning through 

dance and art are also encouraged. 

VIDYA focuses on life skills and overall 

personality development through classes 

and sessions.

 

Support AnAvi’s efforts

ANAVI’s alliance with VIDYA will help us 

achieve our goal of  providing better quality 

education to the less privileged in the city. 

We look forward to support their Beyond 

School program which caters to additional 

skills building in children from the municipal 

and other low-income schools including 

vernacular mediums.

 

The Beyond School program at Tilak Nagar, 

Andheri East (Mumbai) was inaugurated on 

20th September 2016. This specific centre 

will be funded by ANAVI – Mumbai Chapter. 

Currently, it operates in two batches which 

provide quality education and holistic 

development to approximately 50 to 70 

students from class 1 to 7. We look forward 

to achieving our goals with this new venture.

Anavi mumbai Chapter

We look forward for volunteers to help us in 
field work.  You can also make a difference 
by generously supporting ANAVI’s work. 
To make a contribution, you can send us 
cheques/DDs (to be drawn in the name of 
ANAVI) to the address below.
 
Kolkata Office Address:  
2A, Pushpanjali Chambers, 9/2A,  
Topsia Road (South) Kolkata - 700046.

Alternatively, you can also transfer  
funds online via netbaking/NEFT.  
Our bank details are:

Bank name – AXIS BANK LTD.
Bank Address – Pallisree, Kolkata,  
West Bengal. Pin – 700032.
‘ANAVI’ A/C No : 916010040560606
IFS Code – UTIB0002938

E-mail : contact@aesm-anavi.org  
Website : www.aesm-anavi.org 

*All donations made to ANAVI are exempted 
under section 80G of the Income Tax Act. 
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nEW SHipS

Ship management

new ships  
joining the fleet

M.V. Tirus and M.V. Tolten are  

8004 TEU containership owned by Hapag-Lloyd.

M.V. Tolten came under the able command of   

Capt. Aziz Juneja and C/E Arvinder Singh on  

17th August. Following shortly on 3rd September, 

M.V. Tirus came under the command of   

Capt. Roozbeh Nowroze Mamlatdar and  

C/E Dillip Kumar Mallik.

M.T. Shandong Zihe is a 40,059 DWT 

Chemical/Product Tanker owned by Shandong 

Shipping Corporation. She came under 

management by the able command of   

Capt. Ranveer Thalod and C/E Deepak 

Gurparshad Bansal on 3rd August.

M.V. Federal Clyde and 

M.V. Federal Columbia are 

35,000 DWT Bulk Carriers owned by 

Fednav Limited. The sister ships were 

built in 2016 at Oshima Shipbuilding 

Co Ltd, Japan.

M.V. Federal Clyde came under the 

able command of  Capt. Lalat Govind 

Thatte and C/E Sumit Kapoor on 

29th July. Followed by M.V. Federal 

Columbia on 4th October under the 

command of  Capt. Anand Raghavan 

Nathamuni and C/E Kishore  

Kumar Bettela.
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M.V. KN Forest is a 58,037 DWT Bulk 

Carrier owned by Kumiai Navigation (Pte) Ltd. 

On 3rd October, she came under the command 

of  Capt. Giovanni Silla Vicencio and  

C/E Nelson Abellana Obaob.

M.V. La Stella is a 61,250 DWT Bulk 

Carrier Owned by Ebe N.V. On 9th September, 

she set sail on her maiden voyage from Imabari 

Shipbuilding Co Ltd, Japan under the able 

command of  Capt. Rusland Doroshenko and 

C/E Dmytro Reznikov.

M.T. Loire is a 154,998 DWT Tanker 

owned by Diamond S Management LLC. 

She set sail on 14th October under the able 

command of  Sascel Jesus Santano Almeida 

and C/E Kanti Prabal Khanra.

M.T. Ardmore Endurance 
is a 49,980 DWT Chemical/Product 

Tanker owned by Ardmore Shipping. 

She came under the able command 

of  Capt. Jose Manuel Cardozo and 

C/E Samir Hasan Dingankar on 31st 

August. M.T. Ardmore Encounter,  

M.T. Ardmore Engineer and  

M.T. Ardmore Exporter are other 

Ardmore Shipping owned tankers 

that came into management during 

the month of  September.

M.V. MG Sakura is a 84,000 DWT bulk carrier 

owned by Ray Shipping. She came into management on 

27th September under the command of  Capt. Veniamin 

Oleynik and C/E Yuriy Volkovych.

M.T. Empery is a 23,600 DWT  

LPG Carrier owned by Petredec Ltd.  

She came into management on  

25th August under the command of   

Saji Abraham Koduvath and  

C/E Sethu Nalarajan.
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Fednav introduces 
Environmental-Friendly 
Laker

The ardent preparations of the officers and crew of M.V. Federal 
Caribou bore fruit when mr. paul pathy, president and Co-CEO of 
Fednav Limited, various port officials and the press came to visit 
the recently delivered vessel at Burns Harbor, indiana. 

 

M.V. Federal Caribou is the first of  its class of  vessels with a Ballast Water Treatment System 

installed on board which makes it more ecofriendly than most other vessels, not only in terms 

of  ballast water management but also emissions. This vessel gives off  15% less emissions 

as compared to the other vessels of  its size and cargo carriage capacity.

EvEnT

“Mr. Pathy began by giving a talk about 
the necessity of a ballast water treatment plant 

onboard and how the company was taking initiative 
in saving the environment. He stated that all new 

Fednav vessels will have a ballast water treatment 
plant onboard, with M.V. Federal Caribou being  

the first of many to come. 

”
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Preparations for the big day began with a 

thorough cleaning of  the vessel to make 

it look as good as new for the dignitaries. 

When the big day finally came, Capt. 

Birender Tamsoy, the officers and crew 

looked their best to welcome their guests for 

the day. 

Taking the initiative

Guest began to board the ship around 

1030 hours. Soon the navigational bridge 

was filled with various port officials and 

dignitaries. A lavish spread was prepared by 

the chief  cook for the guests. By 1100 hours, 

everyone had arrived and the presentations 

began. 

Mr. Pathy began by giving a talk about the 

necessity of  a ballast water treatment plant 

onboard and how the company was taking 

initiative in saving the environment. He 

stated that all new Fednav vessels will have 

a ballast water treatment plant onboard, with 

M.V. Federal Caribou being the first of  many 

to come. The CEO of  the Port of  Indiana, 

Mr. Rich Cooper, then thanked Fednav for 

its initiative and spoke about the rich bond 

between the company and his port. 

Environmentally friendly

Mrs. Carol Comer from the Indiana 

Department of  Environment Management 

then came forward and provided the guests 

with some statistics with respect to emissions 

and ballast water management.  She went on 

to cement the fact that M.V. Federal Caribou 

was more environmentally friendly than most 

vessels. A token of  appreciation from the 

Port of  Indiana was presented to Mr. Pathy 

and Capt. Birender Tamsoy, Master of  M.V. 

Federal Caribou, by Mr. Cooper. Mr. Pathy 

then thanked everyone for coming and said 

that Fednav would continue develop a good 

relationship with the environment. 

A tour of  the vessel was given to the guests. 

The main highlights were viewing the ballast 

water treatment plant and all the newly 

installed fittings on the vessel. 

The next day, M.V. Federal Caribou flooded 

the newspapers’ headlines. The Post-Tribune 

and various other local papers carried 

articles and pictures of  the ship. Altogether, 

the presentations was a great success and 

Capt. Tamsoy and his crew of  M.V. Federal 

Caribou received thanks from Fednav and 

AEUG for putting together such a great event.

Fednav introduces 
Environmental-Friendly 
Laker
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SEminAR in RiGA

The annual Boskalis/Anglo-
Eastern Univan Group seminar 
was held in Riga, Latvia on 
13-14 September 2016. 

 

The event was attended by nearly 100 

officers and representatives of  Boskalis and 

Anglo-Eastern Univan Group. 

On the first day, AEUG representatives 

presented the Fleet KPI performance along 

with technical and manning reviews. The 

afternoon session included a presentation 

by Capt. Pradeep Chawla on, “Mentoring 

at Sea – Our Role and Responsibility,” and 

“Boskalis News,” presented by Mr. Eugene 

van Dodeweerd. This presentation included 

an update on the heavy lift market and other 

Boskalis updates. Following the “Boskalis 

News,” Mr. Peter Hendriks form Boskalis 

Operations put forward a presentation on 

operational issues and expectations from 

officers. The day was concluded with a 

presentation by MTI Network covering the 

responsible use of  social media on board 

merchant vessels.

Focus on ninA training

The second day of  the seminar was 

earmarked for the interaction of  the officers 

with NINA trainers with focus on reflection 

about the NINA engagement in the fleet. 

The engagement sessions were organised 

in several small groups and included a 

workshop on NINA Safety Leadership Skills 

training for senior officers and NINA Safety 

Leadership Mindset and Practices for junior 

officers.

Safer operations

The junior officers were engaged by 

Capt. Aalok Sharma, QHSE Manager of  

AEUG and Capt. Somasundar Nair, FPD 

Senior Manager of  AEUG in a workshop 

on planned observation and junior 

officer’s contribution for safer operations. 

Senior officers attended a session by the 

Boskalis operations representatives led 

by Mr. Hendriks, Mr. Cor Duijbestijin, Lead 

Superintendent and Mr. Martijn Gerssen, 

Superintendent for an open discussion on 

operational issues.

The two-day seminar was concluded with a 

dinner and entertainment.

Special thanks to Mr. Maris Grundmanis, 

General Manger of  Anglo-Eastern Latvia 

and his team for the fantastic arrangements 

during the seminar.

Officers’ 
Seminar in 
Riga, Latvia

“The afternoon session included a presentation by 
Capt. Pradeep Chawla on, “Mentoring at Sea – Our Role 
and Responsibility,” and “Boskalis News,” presented by 
Mr. Eugene van Dodeweerd. 

”
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Saga Workshop

SAGA WORKSHOp

“Different topics were discussed during 
the day workshop, including shipboard 

maintenance issues, gantry crane operations, 
teamwork and motivation, manning statics 

and ballast water treatment system. 

”
 

 

Over 40 senior officers on leave attended 

the event. For this workshop, Mr. Eivind 

Holte and Mr. Nils Otto Bjorjovde were 

representatives of  Saga Shipholding, along 

with Anglo-Eastern representatives Mr. Sunil 

Joseph, Mr. Dipankar Mukutmoni, Capt. 

Somasundar Nair and Mr. Sunil Tandon.

Different topics were discussed during 

the day workshop, including shipboard 

maintenance issues, gantry crane 

operations, teamwork and motivation, 

manning statics and ballast water treatment 

system. A very interactive open forum 

session for feedback and exchange of  ideas 

was also included in the workshop.

Long-service awards

Following the one- day workshop, there was 

an evening of  cocktails and dinner at the  

JW Marriot. During the event, Saga presented 

long service awards to senior officers. This 

awards were split into three categories based 

on the number of  years (15, 20, 25years) 

served on Saga vessels. 20 officers were 

selected based on the identified criterias. 

The wives of  the awardees were also invited 

for the  ceremony. Mr. Eivind Hotle gave brief  

accounts of  each attending awardee.  

One of  the most notable awardee was Capt.  

Joao Socorro Barreto, who was awarded the  

25 years award. All the seafarers were 

thanked for their devotion and commitment 

towards Saga.and commitment towards 

Saga.

Capt. Joao Socorro Barreto receiving the long service 
award for 25 years with SAGA

On 30 August 2016, Saga Shipholding conducted a 
workshop for seafarers at Hotel mirage, mumbai. 
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At AEUG, we have been 
employing Chinese seafarers 
for over two decades.

 

In July 2004, we opened our representative 

office in Guangzhou with an aim to serve our 

clients and recruit Chinese seafarers.

Capt. Fredy Chen has been in charge of  our 

representative office since the beginning. 

His main duties are recruitment and logistics 

for our Chinese Seafarers.

In order to continuously adapt to updates 

of  seafarers’ training standards and new 

technologies, we provide regular training 

in our office in China. Within the office, 

we have included a classroom as well as 

a dedicated crew trainer to facilitate our 

training sessions.

Shanghai and Shenzhen offices

In order to improve our services to owners 

employing Chinese crew, we opened a 

second representative office in Shanghai. 

This office is manned by Capt. Vikesh 

Chawla, who has many years of  experience 

as our sailing Master, auditor and trainer. 

He handles the recruitment, interviews and 

training for all the PRC fleet ships based 

from Shanghai.

In September 2015, our Guangzhou office 

was relocated to Shenzhen. The new 

location has more space to cater for an  

increasing fleet size and further enhance the 

training it can provide. With this new change, 

we are also able to recruit a permanent 

trainer, Capt. Sriram Rajagopal, for this 

office.

A bright future

The merger with Univan in August 2015 

has added to our presence in North China. 

Currently we have an office in Dalian, which 

is run by Capt. Xiao Gang.

With a total of  three offices across China, we 

are proud to say we manage over 30 ships 

with full PRC crew and many more to join in 

the future.

presence in China

“In order to continuously adapt to updates 
of seafarers’ training standards and  

new technologies, we provide regular training  
in our office in China. 

”
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KCC  
Corporate Sixes  
Tournament

Anglo-Eastern Univan Group (AEUG) 

participated in this tournament along with 

five other teams.

By the end of  the league, Team AEUG 

showed their best performance in the 

tournament by winning 4 of  5 games played. 

Team AEUG placed 2nd overall and qualified 

to play in the Cup Final.

A closely-fought contest

The Cup Final was a closely fought contest 

with Team AEUG narrowly losing.

Team AEUG was represented by Mandar 

Pendse, Rahul Tonapi, Rajeev Salwan, Kapil 

Kharkwal, Sathish Gopinath, and captained 

by Somasundar Nair.

Well done to the whole team for this runners-

up achievement!

The Kowloon Cricket Club 
(KCC) held their third 
Annual Corporate Cricket 
Sixes Tournament on 12-13 
november 2016.
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AEUG  
photography 
Competition  
2016

1st place: 
photo by Ronald A. Baldivas of M.V. Cerafina

2nd place: 
photo by Lucas daels of  
Anglo-Eastern Technical Services

photo by Stalson nikhil Fernandes 
of M.V. Saga Enterprise 

3rd place: 
photo by Lenin napolean Almeida of  
M.V. Saga Spray

Details of  the competition, how to enter and 

rules were sent out to all ships and offices, 

along with the subject of  the competition, 

AEUG’s focus on safety and technical 

excellence of  our seafarers and staff.

We had a tremendous number of  entries 

and judging was tough, split across an array 

of  submissions, finally the 1st prize of  USD 

500 went to Ronald A. Baldivas, Bosun of  

M.V. Cerafina for his photo of  repair and 

teamwork.

Here we display our Top 10 entries, 1st, 2nd, 

3rd and seven runner-ups. (In no particular 

order)

We will like to say a big thank you to 

everyone for their entries and support.

To celebrate Anglo-Eastern 
Univan Group reaching the 
milestone of having 600 vessels 
under management, we invited 
our 27,000 seafarers and 1,700 
shore staff to take part in a 
photo competition.
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“We had a tremendous number of entries and 
judging was tough, splitting across an array of 
submissions.

”
 

photo by nilesh yadav of M.T.  
Ardmore Seawolf

photo by vasantha Amin of  
M.T. Nave Electron

photo by yegorov vadym of  
M.V. CMB Jialing

photo by Krishna Kumar Singh of  
M.V. Bull Hunter

photo by nilesh yadav of  
M.T. Ardmore Seawolf

photo by Leonard mendoza dela Cruz of  
M.V. RTM Dias
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Anglo-Eastern Univan Group
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